Board of Selectmen

Meeting Agenda
The Provincetown Board of Selectmen will hold a public meeting on Monday,
April 28, 2014 at 5:00 p.m. in Judge Welsh Room, Town Hall, 260 Commercial
Street, Provincetown, MA 02657.
1.

Public Hearings - to hear merits of the following traffic proposal submitted by Attorney Chris Snow on
behalf of Jon Ciluzzi to reconsider the minimum 17 foot standard for Commercial Street parking adjacent to
his property between 31 and 41 Commercial Street.
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Paul deRuyter
34 C o mme rcia l S tre e t, Provin ce t own , MA 02657

April 22, 2014
Dear Selectmen:
Thank you for allowing me to file this statement regarding your decision to re-open
the question of parking along a section of Commercial Street in front of the Masthead
Resort. Last Fall the Board of Selectmen took action to limit parking along portions
of Commercial Street in the West End to address important public safety concerns.
My April 7th email showed an accident that took place that day where a vehicle
struck one of the utility poles in an attempt to pass a parked vehicle that resulted in
the street becoming blocked. In season it's easily a daily occurrence where the
roadway in this area becomes blocked due to restricted clearances beginning from
where the Masthead Resort’s white picket fence starts (see 8 attached pictures) and
runs up the hill to where the fence ends. For your information…there is just under
16ft. of curb-to-curb clearance at the utility pole & 17ft. of clearance for the rest of
the section along the white picket fence. The accepted minimum standard for this
type of rural way is 18 ft. Note also that the already undersized 3 ft. wide sidewalk,
that itself will require widening to conform to ADA standards, is often now blocked by
larger parked vehicles using the sidewalk in an attempt to avoid blocking the street.
My main purpose in this statement is simple and straightforward…your decision must
be based on insuring adequate public safety standards. This is what you used to
guide your decision last Fall, a decision that included input from traffic and public
safety officials. I understand your decision to re-consider now because the request
comes from a long time member of our community, a good neighbor and owner of
the Masthead Resort. I think it's relevant to note though that the Masthead property
has it's own off-street parking and I believe that I'm correct in saying that all of the
personal residences from Point Street heading west, up the hill and beyond, already
all have existing off-street parking and are unaffected by parking restrictions on
Commercial Street.
Beyond the general public safety issues that you’ve already been presented and that
confirm the need to eliminate parking to insure the passage of emergency vehicles,
I'm compelled to add a personal story. It describes what could easily have involved
a fatality.
It occurred last season at a point where traffic was blocked because a vehicle was
unable to pass a parked car. Traffic was backed up well past Point Street. My
grandson and I were exiting our front yard by the gate shown in the pictures. I
preceded to the front gate ahead of my grandson. At this stage the only means for
any movement along Commercial Street was using the narrow 3 ft. sidewalk. As you
exit our gate the view is somewhat limited but its not something that’s normally a
problem unless a bicycle decides to use the only means of bypassing the blocked
traffic by riding on the sidewalk. The bicycle passed our front gate just as I was
stepping out onto the sidewalk. The bicycle was going downhill at maximum speed
and he came close enough to brush my clothing. Had I been one second sooner and
not able to react there would have been a serious accident requiring rescue
personnel and an ambulance…if they could get through. More disturbingly…and a
memory that remains permanently engraved in my mind…is if my grandson had gone
ahead of me through the gate. The result could easily have been fatal given his
small size and the bicycle's speed. Every time I remember this incident it makes me
angry and to imagine that this could happen again causes me to say to you…please
make your decision based on the only issue that should matter…insuring public
safety.
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From: Lauren Richmond [mailto:lauren444@comcast.net]
Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2014 10:12 AM
To: Thomas Donegan; Austin Knight; David McChesney; Elaine Anderson; Erik Yingling; David Gardner
Subject: April 28, 2014 Selectmen's Meeting - traffic hearing

To the Board of Selectmen:
Re: the proposal by Attorney Chris Snow on behalf of John Ciluzzi, to reconsider the
minimum
17 foot standard for Commercial Street parking adjacent to his property between 31 and
41 Commercial Street.
As neighbors and homeowners at 36 Commercial St. we are aware that the loss of parking
between 31 and 41 Commercial St. would mark a major change for the Masthead Cottages,
however we support the concerns of town safety officials who have determined this stretch of
road too narrow for vehicles to pass in case of an emergency.
We are aware daily, especially in the summer, of the difficulty large vehicles have getting past
parked cars along this stretch of Commercial St. The trolley, rescue vehicles, large delivery
trucks and even pick-up trucks and big SUV's often cannot get past the telephone poles that are
in the roadway. This can cause a back up of traffic on Commercial St. and has resulted in calls
to the police and tow trucks needing to move vehicles to allow others to pass. Driver side
mirrors on parked cars are broken frequently. Cars and trucks, in an effort to avoid being
bumped, park up on the sidewalk making it impassable to pedestrians and depressing the
sidewalk pavement. This has resulted in bricks broken off their foundation on the retaining wall
below our hedge, just to mention yet another consequence of the impassibly narrow roadway.
Our main concern is for public safety. The parking, especially opposite the telephone poles that
are in the roadway adjacent to the Masthead property, creates a potentially dangerous situation
for preventing life-saving vehicles from getting to their destination as well as causing accidents
to pedestrians and bicyclists trying to pass.
None of the neighbors on the north side of Commercial St. between 31 and 41 would be
adversely effected by a parking ban along this piece of the road. 30, 32, 34,36 and 38-40
Commercial St. all have their own garages or off street parking accessed from Point St. behind
their homes.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely,
Lauren Richmond
Bruce Deely
______________________________
Lauren Richmond and Bruce Deely
36 Commercial St.
Provincetown, MA. 02657
508/487-9580 - home

